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Abstract
Banks add value by monitoring borrowers. High funding costs make banks reluctant to lend. A
central bank can ease funding by purchasing loans, but cannot distinguish which loans require
more or less monitoring, exposing it to adverse selection. A multi-tier loan pricing facility
arises as the optimal institutional design setting both the purchase price and banks’ risk retention for given loan characteristics. This design dominates uniform (flat) structure for loan
purchases, provides the right incentives to banks and achieves maximum lending at lower rates
to businesses. Both the multi-tier and flat structures deliver welfare gains compared to no intervention, but the relative gain between the two depends on three sufficient statistics: the share of
loans requiring monitoring, the risk-retention ratio, and the liquidity premium.
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Introduction

A distinguishing feature of the economic consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic is the total
shutdown of large parts of the economy. Small businesses are expected to be disproportionally
affected given the inability to market their products and services remotely, but also due to a likely
lack of established credit lines. Moreover, small businesses usually do not have good—tangible
and fairly liquid—collateral that would allow them to borrow more easily, which also raises the
importance of bank monitoring. In turn, the effective bank funding costs may be increasing rapidly
and banks may be unwilling to extend credit even to good businesses with low probabilities of
default.
The collapse in revenue and the inability to raise funds to cover working capital would likely
force small businesses to closures and layoffs with adverse second-round effects for the economy as
whole. Policy makers and commentators have recognized these issues and the need to support small
businesses (see, for example, Bigio, 2020, Drechsel and Kalemli-Özcan, 2020). One way to provide
liquidity support is for central banks to set up a lending facility that would buy from banks loans
extended to small businesses. For example, the Federal Reserve has announced it is establishing a
Main Street Lending Program.1 The Program will operate through three facilities: the Main Street
New Loan Facility (MSNLF), the Main Street Priority Loan Facility (MSPLF), and the Main Street
Expanded Loan Facility (MSELF). The first two are designed to facilitate/stimulate new loans to
eligible businesses, while the third covers the upsizing of existing loans. The facilities will purchase
at par value a uniform/flat participation for each category of Eligible loans, which also have a
uniform/flat interest rate (LIBOR+300 basis points). 2 Another alternative would be to have publicly
owned development banks extend the necessary lines of credit. For example, Germany’s state owned
development bank KfW provides unlimited access to loans.3 A central bank lending facility may
1

The lending facilities established under section 13(3) of the Federal Reserve Act are meant to support liquidity
funding and the flow of credit in response to the COVID-19. All of these facilities have been undertaken with the approval
of the Treasury Secretary, and many of them are supported by funding from the CARES Act. As such, the Federal Reserve
is primarily providing the necessary liquidity support without intentionally undertaking credit risk. These features are
present in the model herein.
2
One difference between the MSNLF and the MSPLF is that the latter will purchase loans that have priority over other debt and that Eligible firms may have higher debt to EBITDA ratios (earnings before interest,
taxes, depreciation, and amortization) at origination, which is an observable firm characteristic driving its riskiness. Both facilities will purchase a 95 percent (uniform/flat) participation in all Eligible Loans at par value. See
https://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/mainstreetlending.htm for details.
3
See https://www.bundesfinanzministerium.de/Content/DE/Pressemitteilungen/Finanzpolitik/2020/03/2020-03-13download-en.pdf for details.
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provide more flexibility and can be quickly deployed (and rolled back when not needed), but its
design should be such that banks maintain the incentives to continue monitoring borrowers after
selling their loans to the central bank. As mentioned, this is particularly important for small business
loans.4
This paper studies the design of a lending facility with a special focus on unobservable heterogeneity across firms rather than simply different risk profiles or other observable firm characteristics
that can be easily accounted for in the pricing scheme of the facility.5 To study the optimal facility
design, consider a stylized model where banks choose either to extend loans to entrepreneurs with
no own capital and no collateral, or to invest in a storage technology.

6

Entrepreneurs have access

to projects that deliver a positive net present value, but only if banks engage in monitoring for the
whole term of the loan akin to Diamond (1984) and Holmström and Tirole (1997). Sufi (2007)
shows that monitoring is important for syndicated loans. Gustafson, Ivanov and Meisenzahl (2020)
provide further empirical evidence about bank monitoring for syndicated loans and show that about
20 percent of loans involve active monitoring, which is soft information similar to what this model
assumes. They also show that monitoring takes place throughout the life of the loan with 55 percent of loans being monitored monthly or daily, and 30 percent annually. Arguably, the need for
monitoring may be as high or even higher for the smaller businesses covered in the lending facility.
Monitoring is valuable, but it is costly for the bank and cannot be observed by outsiders. Banks
value liquidity and, thus, may be unwilling to extend loans unless they anticipate to sell them in a
secondary market at a price that covers the premium for liquidity. After origination, loan sales are
possible if banks maintain a portion of the loan on their balance sheet such that they can credibly
4

The paper focuses on central bank facilities that provide funding for private lenders to induce them to lend to small
businesses, but abstracts for other types of policies advocated, such as fiscal transfers (Saez and Zucman, 2020). See
Dreyer, McNamara, Nye, Nygaard and Sankar (2020) for a summary of the various types of policies employed worldwide
to support small businesses.
5
The model herein also derives the pricing of loans and risk-retention requirements given observable, or other easy
to infer, firm characteristics. But does not not use estimated distributions of default or other data to fully compute the
loan terms that lending facilities should set. The focus is on computing the welfare gains from optimally designing a
facility that tackles the adverse selection arising from unobserved monitoring intensity. As it will be clear, just three
sufficient statistics are adequate for this. Nevertheless, the model, and its extension in the appendix , could also be useful
for calculating all loan terms using as inputs data about probabilities of default, loss given default, and other observable
firm and bank characteristics. See English and Liang (2020) for an attempt to derive loan pricing terms using observable
firm characterstics and inferred probabilities of default, but with no mention of the role of monitoring, which is central
herein.
6
The baseline model covers the case of lending against firms’ cash-flows with same observable characteristics and
probabilities of default. See the Appendix for an extension of the model to firms with different default probabilities and
loans secured by collateral with implications for asset-based lending facilities.
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commit to continue monitoring borrowers, as shown in Gorton and Pennacchi (1995) and Pennacchi
(1988).
In a systemic crisis, all banks may suffer from the same shock, which pushes up their cost of
funding and deters them from lending. At the same time, selling loans to outside investor without
the ability to monitor may not be feasible even if banks retain a big portion of the loan to signal
their commitment to continue monitoring. A central bank can step in and provide the required
funding/liquidity at a low cost, but also needs to make sure that banks continue to monitor to avoid
bad behavior rendering loans non-performing down the road. In turn, this requires banks to retain
a portion of loans and be adequately compensated for monitoring. If all small businesses require
equal monitoring, this would dictate a flat structure specifying the same risk-retention requirements
and interest rates for all loans to firms with the same observable characteristics (for example, the
MSNLF and the MSPLF apply to firms with different debt to EBITDA, but they do not distinguish
among firms with the same debt to EBITDA).
The novelty of this paper is that entrepreneurs are heterogeneous in the monitoring intensity
required. Contrary to banks, the central bank cannot distinguish the entrepreneurs that require
monitoring from those that do not. Importantly, the required monitoring intensity does not correlate
in a systematic way with observable firms’ characteristics and, thus, it cannot be inferred.7 Hence,
the central bank faces adverse selection if it negotiates the terms of loan purchases with each bank
separately, or if it commits to uniform/flat terms for all loans. If it offers a lower price than what is
required to compensate banks for monitoring, banks will be tempted to offload monitoring-intensive
loans and stop monitoring thereafter. If it offers a price compensating for monitoring, banks will be
tempted to also sell loans that do not require monitoring, extracting extra payment.
The optimal design consists of a multi-tier pricing scheme that the central bank facility commits
to. The scheme sets differential purchase prices, loan rates and risk-retention ratios restoring the
incentives of banks to differentiate between different types of entrepreneurs and continue monitoring. In other words, loans to firms with the same observable characteristics, such as the probability
of default, could require differential risk-retention ratios. This design achieves the highest liquidity
support to businesses at the lowest feasible rates maximizing the surplus to the real economy.
7

Gustafson, Ivanov and Meisenzahl (2020) argue that there is little evidence of a significant tradeoff between their
monitoring frequency measure and either loan amount or loan spreads despite the fact that, in their data, loans with higher
credit spreads tend to be monitored less often.

4

Alternatively, the central bank may not attempt to account for the unobservable borrower heterogeneity in terms of monitoring intensity and, instead, offer a uniform/flat risk-retention requirement
for all loans. The welfare gain of the optimal design compared to a uniform/flat scheme for all loans
depends on three sufficient statistics: the liquidity premium, the (appropriately chosen) flat riskretention ratio, and the share of loans that require monitoring. The risk-retention ratio is a proxy for
the monitoring cost, while the liquidity premium proxies for the incremental cost of bank funding.
Intuitively, the gain is increasing in the liquidity premium and the monitoring cost, and decreasing
in the share of loans requiring monitoring. The reason is that the optimal design avoids compensating banks for loans that do not require monitoring, while at the same time all of these loans are
sold to the central bank eliminating the liquidity premium banks would demand to hold a portion
of them on their balance sheets. For empirically plausible value for these three sufficient statistics,
the welfare loss from using a uniform/flat scheme with a flat risk-retention requirement ranges from
0.02% to 0.31% of the total face value of loan purchases by the central bank.
Nevertheless, the operational complexities of implementing the optimal design may be daunting.
In that case offering a uniform/flat scheme may not provide all the right incentives to banks and
may be relatively more costly for businesses, but it is still preferred than not providing any liquidity
support. Moreover, for values for the sufficient statistics observed in the outbreak of the the COVID19 crisis, the welfare loss is relatively small. Thus, uniform/flat pricing could appear as an attractive
practical solution.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 presents the model and the private equilibrium in the absence of central bank intervention. Section 4 derives the optimal institutional design,
while section 5 estimates the welfare cost from using uniform/flat structure using a minimal set of
sufficient statistics. Section 6 discusses some practical implementation issues and concludes.

2

Model

The economy has three dates, t = 0, 1, and 2, and is populated by a central bank and a continuum of
three types of agents: entrepreneurs of type 1 with mass m1 , entrepreneurs of type 2 with mass m2 ,
and banks with mass 1. All agents are risk neutral and have a time discount factor of 1.
Each entrepreneur of either type 1 or type 2 is endowed with a project that requires an investment
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of 1 at t = 0 and generates at t = 2 a payoff R > 0 in the case of success and 0 in the case of failure.
Projects yield nothing if there are liquidated early at t = 1. Entrepreneurs do not have funds of their
own and need to borrow from banks. For simplicity, banks have a fixed weighted average cost of
capital, normalized to 1, and total resources e ≥ m1 + m2 at t = 0. The difference between type 1 and
type 2 entrepreneurs accrues from a moral hazard problem. Type 1 entrepreneurs have a probability
of success θ irrespective of being monitored or not, with θR > 1. Type 2 entrepreneurs may choose
to shirk, which destroys the firms’ value and reduces the probability of success from θ to θ̃, with
θ̃R < 1, i.e., resulting in a negative net present value.8 Shirking can be avoided by continuous
(active) bank monitoring, which introduces an additional cost X ∈ (0, θR − 1). Moreover, a pooling
equilibrium with lending to all entrepreneurs and no monitoring for type 2 ones is not feasible, i.e.,
(m1 θ + m2 θ̃)R < 1.9 For simplicity, banks know what entrepreneurs are of type 1 and type 2, but
the central bank does not. No one knows whether a project pays off until period 2.10
Apart from lending to entrepreneurs at t = 0, banks may choose to invest some resources in a
riskless one-period storage technology with zero net yield. At t = 1 all banks receive with probability q, and at the same time, an investment opportunity that yields a riskless payoff K ≥ 1 per
unit of funds invested. Importantly, all banks receive this opportunity at the same time, so interbank lending is not helpful, and they are either unable to obtain outside funding or its cost is higher
than K. Thus, this state resembles a systemic funding/liquidity shortage and the only way to invest
in the new technology is to carry over funds from t = 0 using the storage technology. Instead of
receiving an investment opportunity, banks could suffer liquidity shocks or face binding regulatory
constraints, with K being the shadow cost of liquidity or the shadow value of relaxing the constraint.
The exact nature of the demand for liquidity is not important; the systemic nature of the liquidity
shortage is. The decision to lend to entrepreneurs or hoard liquidity to invest in the new technology
will depend on their respective expected returns. Hence, the opportunity cost of lending a dollar at
8
For simplicity, entrepreneurs are assumed to be identical aside from the moral hazard problem. In practice, entrepreneurs may differ in other dimensions as well. For example, they may have different probabilities of success θ. Such
additional heterogeneity does not impact the results in the paper as shown in the model extension in the Appendix.
9
All the results in the paper go through even if (m1 θ + m2 θ̃)R > 1, but (θ − θ̃)R > X, i.e., monitoring adds value.
10
The model abstracts from other frictions that may impede the ability to sell loans. For example, Parlour and Plantin
(2008) assume that monitoring loans before they are sold reveals information about their performance, which introduces
an additional adverse selection problem. Arguably, this friction would be more relevant for existing loan relationships
with banks (Main Street Expanded Loan Facility) compared to newly issued loans (Main Street New Loan Facility).
Extending the model in this direction would be interesting. Note, however, that the central bank already faces adverse
selection because of the heterogeneity in the required monitoring intensity even if banks do not have superior information
about the probabilities of success of different borrowers.
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t = 0 is 1 + q(K − 1) irrespective of the nature of the liquidity shock, where q(K − 1) is the liquidity
premium.11
More generally, 1 + q(K − 1) could be thought as the shadow value of a dollar at t = 0, with the
realized shadow value being 1 with probability (1 − q) and K with probability q. Under this general
interpretation the model can be applied to a situation where the cost of capital increases to K with
probability q inducing banks to require higher returns to extend loans. Thus, banks may be unwilling
to extend credit to positive net present value projects, because of binding financial frictions, tighter
balance sheet constraints, or elevated aversion to aggregate risk. Although the micro-foundations
for these alternative frictions differ, the basic principle and qualitative results in the paper continue
to hold, as long as the central bank can alleviate these constraints and/or has higher tolerance for
aggregate risk. However, the quantitative results may be markedly different and the welfare gain
from implementing the optimal design may be much higher, as discussed in section 5.
Finally, note that there are no restrictions on q and for q → 1 the aggregate shock has materialized and the need for liquidity/central bank support is imminent, which many may believe has been
the situation after the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic. The value of q is not important for the
qualitative and quantitative results (given the use of sufficient statistics). However, it is important
that banks know at t = 0, when setting the terms for the new loans, that the central bank will intervene with probability q. Also, time periods do not need to have the same length. For example,
the time between t = 0 and t = 1 can be several months, while the time between t = 1 and t = 2
can be several years. For example, the Main Street Lending Facilities of the Federal Reserve will
purchase loans that are originated between April 24, 2020 and September 30, 2020, and have a maturity of four years. Despite being stylized, this framework has the necessary ingredients to justify a
central bank lending facility that buys bank loans. A more elaborate framework would endogenize
the reasons why banks cannot raise enough funds, from example, similar to Holmström and Tirole
(1998).
Figure 1 presents the timeline of the model where the role of the central bank is suppressed.
Optimal central bank intervention is discussed in section 4 after the private equilibrium in section
11

Note that, for simplicity, the occurrence of the systemic shock does not affect the probability that projects succeed at
t=2. One might expect that the systemic shock would reduce this probability from θ to some θ0 . As long as the project
continues to have positive net present value, i.e., θ0 R > 1, all the results in the paper go through. Naturally, if θ0 R < 1, the
central bank would not intervene as it would violate its no loss constraint by buying loans of insolvent firms.
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3. Note that the monitoring takes place between t = 1 and t = 2 to capture the finding of continuous
active monitoring in Gustafson et al. (2020).
t =0

t =1

t =2

Banks decide whether to lend to type Liquidity shock materializes or not
Projects succeed or fail
1 and/or type 2 entrepreneurs
Banks invest in new technology
Entrepreneurs repay their loans
Banks set type 1 and 2 loan rates
All agents consume
if shock hits
Banks store remaining funds
Banks use storage if shock doesn’t hit
Banks monitor type 2 loans

Figure 1: Model Timeline without Central Bank Facility

3

Private Equilibrium

Suppose that θR ≥ 1 + q(K − 1) + X, i.e., the payoff from lending to either type 1 or type 2 entrepreneurs is higher than the payoff from hoarding liquidity and investing in the new technology
if it arrives at t = 1, accounting for any monitoring costs. Given perfect competition, banks will
lend to both types at competitive rates R̂1 = (1 + q(K − 1))/θ and R̂2 = (1 + q(K − 1) + X)/θ,
respectively. Moreover, they will invest the remaining resources e − m1 − m2 in the storage technology. Equivalently, for θR ∈ [1 + q(K − 1), 1 + q(K − 1) + X), banks will voluntarily lend only
to type 1 entrepreneurs and invest the remaining resources, e − m1 , in the storage technology. For
θR < 1 + q(K − 1) banks are unwilling to lend to either type 1 or type 2 entrepreneurs. This case
represent a systemic liquidity crisis in the sense that there are positive net present value projects
available at t = 0, but banks choose to hoard their existing funds. The next section derives the
optimal institutional design to deal with this extreme situation.

4

Central Bank Lending Facility

The central bank can set up a facility to provide banks with liquidity in order to support lending to
businesses. In particular, the central bank sets a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) that buys business
loans from banks at t = 1 if and when the liquidity shock hits, which is common knowledge.
The objective of the central bank is to maximize the surplus accruing to entrepreneurs, without
incurring any losses in its loan portfolio, making sure that banks are willing to intermediate, and
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maintaining bank incentives for monitoring.12 The pricing of the loans by the SPV is important
to provide the right incentives to banks such that the SPV, first, achieves its purpose of supporting
business lending for positive net present value projects, second, it does not overpay on aggregate,
which would constitute a direct transfer of surplus from businesses to banks, and, third, that monitoring takes place. The main difficulty that the SPV faces is that it does not know whether it will
be buying type 1 or type 2 loans, since this is private information to banks. Hence, the central bank
faces adverse selection.
Figure 2 presents the augmented timeline with the central bank.
t =0

t =1

SPV sets terms for purchasing loans
Banks decide to lend to type 1 and
type 2 entrepreneurs
Banks store remaining funds

t =2

Liquidity shock materializes or not
Projects succeed or fail
Entrepreneurs repay their loans
Banks sells loans to SPV and invest
in new technology if shock hits
All agents consume
Banks use storage if shock doesn’t hit
Banks monitor type 2 loans given
adequate incentives

Figure 2: Model Timeline with Central Bank Facility

There are three problems that the SPV needs to resolve. First, consider that the SPV does not
condition pricing terms to loan interest rates that can help distinguish type 1 and type 2 loans—or,
equivalently, commits to a uniform/flat structure for all loans. If banks are not compensated for
monitoring, they would be tempted to sell to the SPV type 2 loans pretending that they are type 1,
and not engage in monitoring thereafter. This is undesirable because the aggregate loan pool has a
negative net present value if type 2 loans are not monitored. If, instead, banks are compensated for
monitoring type 2 loans, they will be tempted to sell type 1 loans at those terms as well, extracting
a higher surplus. Second, there is no guarantee that banks will actually monitor type 2 loans even
if they are offered a payment that compensates them for it. Third, the central bank needs to price
loans such that it does not lose money on its aggregate portfolio.
An SPV design featuring two pricing schemes for loan purchases can resolve the three aforementioned problems and achieve maximum lending support to businesses. The pricing schemes
define the price paid for loans with certain loan rates as well as the risk-retention ratio. Importantly,
12

Recall that the projects of both entrepreneurial types have positive net present value (if monitored), so lending to
both types is socially optimal.
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the SPV pre-commits to this pricing scheme at t = 0.
The first pricing scheme sets a price P1 that the bank is willing to pay for type 1 loans with rate
R1 and zero risk-retention. The price offered to banks should make them willing to extend credit
instead of hoarding liquidity at t = 0, i.e., the following participation constraint should hold:

(1 − q)θR1 + qP1 K ≥ 1 + q(K − 1).

(1)

As shown later, the loan rate R1 will be chosen such that the SPV does not lose money on its
aggregate loan portfolio.
The second pricing scheme sets a price P2 and risk-retention ratios γ2 for type 2 loans with rate
R2 . The SPV chooses the terms such that banks (i) use this scheme to sell only type 2 loans, (ii) have
an incentive to continue monitoring after selling some loans to the SPV, and (iii) have an incentive
to extend lending to type 2 entrepreneurs. We show how these conditions determine the terms in
reverse order.
Banks will lend to good type 2 entrepreneurs at t = 0, anticipating that they can sell a portion
1 − γ2 to the SPV at price P2 at t = 1 with probability q, if the following participation constraint is
satisfied:13

(1 − q)θR2 + q (γ2 θR2 + (1 − γ2 )P2 K) ≥ 1 + q(K − 1) + X.

(2)

Banks will have the incentive to continue monitoring after selling a portion of their type 2 loan
portfolio to the SPV at t = 1 if the following incentive compatibility constraint is satisfied:

γ2 θR2 ≥ X,

(3)

Banks should not have an incentive to misrepresent type 2 loans for type 1 loans (and vice
versa). Recall that the SPV pays P1 and set zero risk retention for loans with observable rate R1 . So,
banks could restructure type 2 loans before selling them to the SPV to change the rate from R2 to
R1 , which entrepreneurs would be happy to accept, and sell the whole loan to the SPV at price P1 .
13

Multiplying (1) by m1 and (2) by m2 , and adding them, one can obtain the aggregate participation constraint.
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Banks will truthfully reveal type 2 loans if the following constraint holds:14

γ2 θR2 + (1 − γ2 )P2 K − X ≥ P1 K.

(4)

Banks may also be tempted to misrepresent type 1 loans to receive a higher payment accounting for
a monitoring cost that they do not need to incur. But, they are unable to do so because this would
require restructuring type 1 loans to change the rate from R1 to R2 , which entrepreneurs would not
accept (recall the SPV offers P2 for loans with observable rate R2 ). Equivalently, banks will not be
able to issue type 1 loans at rate R2 at t = 0, because there is a profitable deviation of offering R1
and attracting all type 1 entrepreneurs.
Finally, the SPV needs to guarantee that its aggregate portfolio does not lose money. Under the
two pricing schemes described above, banks will extend loans to all type 1 and type 2 entrepreneurs,
i.e., the requirement becomes

m1 (θR1 − P1 ) + m2 (1 − γ2 )(θR2 − P2 ) ≥ 0.

(5)

Formally, the SPV chooses terms (R1 , P1 ) and (R2 , P2 , γ2 ) to maximize an objective function

W = m1 θ(R − R1 ) + m2 θ(R − R2 ) − L,

(6)

subject to constraints (1)-(5). L > 0 represents an unmodeled loss to the central bank and could
potentially be associated to reputational concerns from intervening in credit markets. Thus, the
central bank will intervene only if the surplus to the real economy is high enough to justify incurring
the loss and would definitely not intervene when the liquidity premium is low and banks voluntarily
lend to entrepreneurs. Note that L is not a pecuniary loss from the loan portfolio given constraint
(5).15
Because of perfect competition in the banking sector, the SPV chooses P1 and P2 such that (1)
14
Note that banks will not want to issue type 2 loans at rate R1 given that they can restructure at t = 1, because for
q < 1, there is a chance that they don’t sell them to the SPV. But, even for q = 1, they would not issue type 2 loans at rate
R1 , and they will truthfully reveal their type, if (4) holds
15
None of the results depend on the loss L, which can been easily set to zero. Though in that case the model would
predict that the central bank should always intervene, even when the liquidity premium is very low, because, contrary to
banks, the central bank does not require compensation for it and can offer better loan rates (see corollary 1 below).
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and (2) hold with equality, i.e., it pays the lowest possible price to banks. Moreover, (3) and (4)
hold with equality because higher risk retention makes banks require a higher payment without
improving further monitoring incentives. Finally, (5) also bind because the SPV would rather offer
entrepreneurs better rates to maximize their surplus than making a positive profit. Altogether these
yield a closed-form solution for the the optimal pricing schemes characterized in the following
proposition.
Proposition 1. For θR < 1 + q(K − 1) and (m1 + m2 )(θR − 1) − m2 X > L the central bank intervenes. The optimal SPV design involves two distinct pricing schemes: A price P1 = 1 for loans
with rate R1 = 1/θ and zero risk-retention requirements, and a price P2 = 1 + X for loans with rate
R2 = (1 + X)/θ and risk-retention requirement γ2 = X/(1 + X). Banks will choose to sell type 1
and type 2 loans to the first and second schemes, respectively.
This design provides the right incentive to banks to truthfully report the type of loan and achieves
maximum lending to entrepreneurs. Banks sell type 2 loans at the second scheme, retain a portion,
and maintain the incentive to monitor, while they fully sell type 1 loan at the first scheme. But,
as the following corollary shows, the central bank facility is also allowing businesses to borrow at
the lowest rates possible maximizing their surplus, because banks are compensated for the liquidity
premium.
Corollary 1. Loan rates to both type 1 and type 2 entrepreneurs are lower under the optimal SPV
design compared to the competitive rates in normal times by an amount equal to the liquidity premium q(K − 1).
Now, suppose that the SPV does not condition pricing terms to loan interest rates. Instead, it
sets at t = 0 a uniform/flat pricing scheme, P∗ , for all loans with the same loan rate, R∗ , along with a
uniform/flat risk-retention ratio, γ∗ , to maintain the incentives for monitoring. Given that monitoring
is necessary only for type 2 entrepreneurs, banks will be willing to lend at t = 0 to a pool of type
1 and type 2 entrepreneurs at the same rate if the following participation (aggregate) constraint is
satisfied:
(1 − q)θR∗ + q[γ∗ θR∗ + (1 − γ∗ )P∗ K] ≥ 1 + q(K − 1) + m2 /(m1 + m2 )X.
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(7)

Moreover, banks will maintain incentives to monitor type 2 loans after selling a portion at t = 1 if
the following incentive compatibility constraint is satisfied:
γ∗ θR∗ ≥ X.

(8)

Finally, the SPV pays banks a price that results in no losses on the loan portfolio, i.e.,
(m1 + m2 )(1 − γ∗ )(θR∗ − P∗ ) ≥ 0

(9)

The SPV chooses (R∗ , P∗ , γ∗ ) to maximize
W ∗ = (m1 + m2 )θ(R − R∗ ) − L,

(10)

subject to constraints (7)-(9).
As above, all constraints bind in equilibrium yielding the uniform/flat pricing scheme described
in the following proposition.
Proposition 2. A uniform/flat pricing scheme sets price P∗ = 1 + X[m2 /(m1 + m2 ) + q(K − 1)]/[1 +
q(K − 1)] for loans with rate R∗ = P∗ /θ, and requires banks to retain γ∗ = X/P∗ .
The following proposition compares the optimal two-tier and uniform/flat pricing schemes.
Proposition 3. Compared to the optimal multi-tier pricing scheme, 0 < (m1 + m2 )θ(R − R∗ ) <
m1 θ(R − R1 ) + m2 θ(R − R2 ), i.e., the surplus to entrepreneurs is smaller under the uniform/flat
pricing scheme. The surplus gain is equal to m1 q(K − 1)X/(1 + q(K − 1)).
Proposition 3 shows that the optimal two-tier pricing system is preferred to uniform/flat pricing.
The gain in surplus/welfare is increasing in the number of type 1 entrepreneurs, the cost of monitoring, and the liquidity premium. The reason is that the optimal design avoids compensating banks
for loans that do not require monitoring, while at the same time all of these loans are sold to the
central bank eliminating the liquidity premium banks would demand to hold a portion of them on
their balance sheets.
Uniform pricing also delivers economic benefits and should be preferred to taking no action.
Note, however, that uniform pricing also needs to be accompanied by a positive risk-retention re13

quirement; otherwise, monitoring for type 2 loans will not take place and the overall pool of loans
purchased by the SPV will have negative net present value as (m1 θ + mB θ̃)R < 1.16

5

Sufficient Statistics for the Welfare Gain

In practice, central banks may not know what is the cost of monitoring for all the different banks
using the facility, which is a key parameter in the model. However, it could be potentially inferred
by a relationship of the type described in condition (3) or (8). In other words, policymakers may use
the voluntary risk-retention ratios on past loans to gauge the shadow cost of monitoring accounting
for all other loan characteristics. For example, Sufi (2007) shows that the lead share—share of a
loan held by the lead bank in syndicate—is a proxy for monitoring, and is on average 28.5 percent
(23.5 percent median) in his database. Alternatively, the 5 percent risk-retention requirement for
issuers of Asset Backed Securities in Dodd-Frank could be used to calibrate γ in the model.17
Other parameters could also be calibrated using existing empirical studies. The share of type
2 entrepreneurs could be calibrated to 20 percent, i.e., equal the percentage of syndicated loans
actively monitored in Gustafson et al. (2020). Moreover, the liquidity premium q(K − 1) captures
the additional return from investing the available fund in the risk-free, short-term, storage technology and having them available for use at t = 1. In other words, the price of a risk-free, long-term
(two period), discount bond would be 1/(1 + q(K − 1)). As such, the liquidity premium can be
approximated by the spread between the one-month overnight index swap (OIS) and the four-week
Treasury bill (T-bill)—a spread known as the convenience yield (see, Infante, 2020; Cashin et al.
2017). Given that T-bills are publicly produced short-term safe assets, trading with very narrow
bid-ask spreads, and the OIS is merely a contractual agreement promising a risk-free payoff, the
spread measures the convenience of holding safe assets. Alternatively, the liquidity premium could
be approximated by the spread between the General Collateral (GC) repo rate and the (4-week)
T-bill (Nagel, 2016) or the spread between the 1-week Treasury repo rate and the (4-week) T-bill,
because these repo rates are free of risk as they are backed by safe collateral, but investing in them
is illiquid during the term of the loan.18 Figure 3 plots the monthly averages for these three proxies
16

Naturally, if monitoring is not essential but useful, i.e., (m1 θ + mB θ̃)R > 1 and (θ − θ̃)R > X, then uniform pricing
with no risk-retention requirements is viable, yet still not optimal.
17
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2014-12-24/pdf/2014-29256.pdf.
18
Nagel (2016) discussed additional proxies such as the spread between the CDs rate and the T-bill, the spread between
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Figure 3: Estimates for the Liquidity Premium
for the liquidity premium.
The following corollary recasts the surplus/welfare (percentage) gain in terms of the aforementioned sufficient statistics: the risk-retention requirement, γ∗ , the share of firms requiring monitoring
m̄ ≡ m2 /(m1 + m2 ), and the liquidity premium, r` ≡ q(K − 1), using the equilibrium conditions.
Corollary 2. The percentage welfare gain of using the optimal design compared to a uniform/flat
pricing scheme is given by

%Welfare Gain =

(1 − m̄)γ∗ r`
.
1 + (1 − γ∗ )r` − γ∗ m̄

Note that the flat risk-retention requirement, γ∗ , is a sufficient statistic, which means that the
corollary can be used to evaluate the welfare loss from the uniform/flat pricing scheme observed in
actual lending facilities.
the off-the-run and on-the-run Treasure notes, and the spread between the off-the-run Treasury notes and the T-bill. These
measures additionally capture either some credit risk (CDs) or a premium for imperfect market liquidity (Treasury notes).
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Table 1 reports the welfare gain for different levels of the liquidity premium and risk-retention
requirement when the share of loans that require monitoring is set to 20 percent. For a 5 percent
flat risk-retention requirement and a liquidity premium close to the one suggested by the COVID-19
spike in the three liquidity measures, the gain is minuscule. But even for a higher liquidity premium close to what was observed during the Financial Crisis of 2007-2008 and a flat risk-retention
requirement calibrated close to the lead share in Sufi (2007), the welfare gains are relatively small.
Hence, uniform/flat pricing may not be optimal, but it does not imply a big welfare loss.

r`
0.50%
1.00%
1.50%

γ
0.15
0.06%
0.12%
0.18%

0.05
0.02%
0.04%
0.06%

0.25
0.10%
0.21%
0.31%

Table 1: Welfare gain of optimal design relative to uniform/flat pricing for different levels of riskretention requirements and liquidity premium. The share of loans that required monitoring is set to
20 percent.
The model interprets the rise in banks’ funding costs as an increase in the liquidity premium.
Alternatively, one could consider that funding costs increase for additional reasons during the crisis.
As mentioned, r` could more generally be interpreted as the incremental increase in the shadow
cost of bank funding, which may be higher than the increase in the liquidity premium due to, for
example, binding balance sheet constraints and a higher cost of bank equity. In other words, banks
would need to commit equity capital to fund loans to businesses, the price of which may increase a
lot during a crisis translating into a high r` in the model. Naturally, this may result in higher welfare
losses than the ones reported in Table 1, which can be seen as a reasonable lower bound, rendering
the implementation of the optimal design more important. Given estimates for the increase in the
shadow cost of bank equity capital during crises, one could derive a different estimate for r` and use
corollary 2 to compute the losses from implementing a uniform/flat structure.19
Note that these relative welfare-gain calculations presume that the SPV has set the risk retention
at the appropriate level to resolve the moral hazard problem, or in other words, the risk-retention
ratio is a sufficient statistic for the monitoring cost. Both the optimal and flat-pricing designs would
19
Of note, regulatory actions allowing the exclusion of new loans to small businesses from the calculation of regulatory
capital requirements could complement central bank purchases in order to alleviate the pressure from binding balance
sheet constraints. This combined policy response is interesting, but beyond the scope of this paper.
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result in negative net present value if the risk-retention requirement is not high enough to satisfy the
incentive compatibility constraint for monitoring.

6

Conclusion

The model captures a key difficulty central banks may face when purchasing loans extended to
small businesses; namely that bank monitoring may be necessary, but not observable/contractible.
Establishing a lending facility with tiered pricing schemes, for given observable borrower characteristics, is optimal to provide the right incentives to banks, while maximizing lending to businesses
at the lowest possible rates. The model focuses on small business loans because they are likely
candidates for requiring continuous monitoring. But, the mechanism and conclusions in this paper
could apply to other cases where active monitoring is important, such as the syndicated loan market
(Gustafson et al., 2020). However, being stylized, the model leaves a number of implementation
issues unanswered.
For instance, loans may have different characteristics and covenants mandating when ownership
should be transferred or other actions are to be taken. Not all these covenants are present to address
moral hazard issues by borrowers, but some of them may act as an ex ante screening mechanism.
The baseline model is extended in the appendix to incorporate not only ex post monitoring, but
also ex ante screening to separate entrepreneurs with good projects from entrepreneurs with bad
projects. To the extend that the various covenants cannot tackle perfectly the moral hazard problem
and monitoring is still useful, the two-tier pricing scheme along with differential risk-retention ratios
is still the optimal institutional design for the central bank lending facility. In turn, this is reasonable
for small business loans given that they do not have a long track record and are typically unrated.
Similarly, small businesses may lack tangible and liquid collateral, and they usually collateralize
cash flows or have covenants that mandate the transfer of control rights, which may be only valuable
if entrepreneurs do not engage in destructive behavior.
Moreover, the operational complexity of implementing a tiered pricing facility may be high.
Taking such important concerns into consideration, the SPV may decide to offer a uniform/flat
pricing scheme similar to the one described in proposition 2. That would be still preferable to not
providing the necessary liquidity to the economy, while the welfare cost is not expected to be that
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high.
Overall, practical implementation can be daunting. Nevertheless, the main principle of having
pricing schemes that depend not only on observable borrower characteristics, but also on monitoring
intensity and monitoring cost should continue to hold in more elaborate environments. It is also true
that the central bank lending facility in this model mainly delivers benefits, because central banks
do not need to be compensated for the shadow value of liquidity. Central banks will weigh the
benefits to the real economy from intervening to the relevant costs, which may be reputational or
operational, given that the terms are chosen such that the loan portfolio does not lose money in
expectation. Only when the shadow value of liquidity is high enough, and in accordance to their
mandate, would lending facilities being employed. Such considerations do not affect the message
of the paper, as the shadow value of liquidity can be made arbitrarily high to represent systemic
liquidity shortages and justify central bank intervention only in crisis periods.
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Appendix
The appendix extends the baseline model to account for adverse selection. Within each type of
entrepreneurs, there are two sub-types: good and bad. Good entrepreneurs of either type 1 or type
2 have a probability of success θG , while bad entrepreneurs of either type have a probability of
success θB satisfying θG R > 1 + X > 1 > θB R. In other words, only good entrepreneurs have a
positive net present value project, even if monitoring is not required. Denote by α the relative
percentage of good entrepreneurs, which, for simplicity and without loss of generality, is the same
for both types 1 and 2. Then, the average payoff for a pool of type 1 or 2 entrepreneurs is R̄ = R̄1 =
R̄2 = (αθG + (1 − α)θB )R, and the average payoff for the whole population is (m1 + m2 )R̄, where
R̄ > 1 + X. Hence, the average project is similar to the project in the baseline model.
Before extending credit, banks can choose to screen entrepreneurs by setting non-price terms
along with the loan rate. For simplicity, we assume that the non-price loan terms take the form of
a payment to banks in the case of failure. Thus, banks can offer a two-dimensional loan contract
(Rs ,Cs ), where Rs is the loan rate and Cs are the non-price loan terms. This characterization is
meant to proxy for collateral posted or for other covenants mandating, for example, the transfer of
ownership to banks or other restrictions decreasing the value to entrepreneurs and increasing the
value to banks. Entrepreneurs lose Cs in the event of failure, while banks gain κCs , where 1 − κ ≥ 0
is the per unit bank cost of enforcing/servicing the non-price terms. For conciseness, Cs will be
referred to as collateral.20 Instead of offering a two-dimensional contract, banks may choose to
pool all borrowers together by offering a one-dimensional loan contract defining only the loan rate
R p , as is the case in the baseline model.
With respect to the moral hazard friction, monitoring type 2 entrepreneurs—either good or
bad—guarantees both that their project will not fail with certainty and that the collateral will not
be useless. The latter is meant to capture the fact that the value of the various non-price terms depends on entrepreneurial effort. The reason could be that small businesses can only post intangible
collateral in the form of early payments, accounts receivable (trade credit), or transfer of ownership
rights, which may be worthless if the entrepreneur engages in destructive behavior (for example
20
In reality, small business loans are multidimensional characterized by many covenants. The simplified structure of
the model extension is meant to capture the idea that the appropriate set of covenants can be used to separate good from
bad borrowers.
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damaging organizational structures, or using them to establish other businesses). In sum, this assumption implies that non-price loan terms are not sufficient to discourage bad behavior, and that
bank monitoring can effectively put a stop to this agency problem.21
Consider type 1 entrepreneurs. The separating contract, (R̂1s , Ĉs1 ), should separate good from
bad entrepreneurs and be profitable for each bank. The former condition requires that pB (R −
R̂s1 ) − (1 − pB )Ĉ1s ≤ 0, while the second requires pG R̂s1 + κ(1 − pG )Ĉ1s ≥ 1 + q(K − 1). Because
collateral enforcement is costly and because of perfect competition in the banking sector, these
two constraints hold with equality R̂s1 = ((1 + q(K − 1))(1 − pB ) − κpB (1 − pG )R)(pG (1 − pB ) −
κpB (1− pG )) and Ĉs1 = pB /(1− pB )·((pG R−(1+q(K −1)))(1− pB ))(pG (1− pB )−κpB (1− pG )).
Similarly, the separating contract terms for type 2 entrepreneurs are R̂s2 = ((1 + q(K − 1) + X)(1 −
pB ) − κpB (1 − pG )R)(pG (1 − pB ) − κpB (1 − pG )) and Ĉs2 = pB /(1 − pB ) · ((pG R − (1 + q(K − 1) +
X))(1 − pB ))(pG (1 − pB ) − κpB (1 − pG )). Instead, the pooling contract sets only the loan rate equal
to R̂1p = (1 + q(K − 1))/(αpG + (1 − α)pB ) and R̂1p = (1 + q(K − 1))/(αpG + (1 − α)pB ) for type 1
and type 2 entrepreneurs, respectively.
The following proposition derives which contract will be chosen in equilibrium.
Proposition A.1. Consider θG R ≥ 1 + q(K − 1). For α > ᾱ1 ∈ (((1 + q(K − 1))/R − pB )/(pG −
pB ), 1), there exists κ̄1 ∈ (0, 1) such that banks choose the pooling contract for type 1 entrepreneurs
for κ < κ̄1 (α) and they choose the separating contract with terms otherwise. For α ∈ ((1 + q(K −
1))/R − pB )/(pG − pB ) only the separating contract is chosen.
Proof. The separating contract constitutes an equilibrium if no individual bank has an incentive
to deviate and offer the pooling contract. In turn, this is true if the effective payment for good
entrepreneurs, i.e., R̂1s + (1 − pG )/pGĈs1 is lower that the pooling rate, i.e., R̂1p . First, note that
for α ≤ ((1 + q(K − 1))/R − pB )/(pG − pB ), R̂1p is higher that R and, thus, no entrepreneur will
choose to borrow. Hence, only the separating contract would be viable. Next, observe that: d(R̂1s +
(1 − pG )/pGĈs1 )/dκ < 0; that R̂1s + (1 − pG )/pGĈs1 < R̂1p for κ = 1 irrespective of the value of
α; and that for κ = 0 R̂1s + (1 − pG )/pGĈs1 > R̂1p for α → 1, while R̂1s + (1 − pG )/pGĈs1 < R̂1p for
α → ((1 + q(K − 1))/R − pB )/(pG − pB ). All these together imply, by continuity, that there is an
21
This is not an unreasonable assumption. Gustafson, Ivanov and Meisenzahl (2020) show that bank monitoring for
syndicated loans can either complement or substitute for covenant-based monitoring, depending on whether the monitoring informs covenant compliance.
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ᾱ1 such that R̂1s + (1 − pG )/pGĈs1 > R̂1p for α > ᾱ1 and κ. In turn, this implies that there exists a
κ̄1 (α) as a function α such that the pooling contract is the equilibrium contract for κ < κ̄1 (α) (and
the separating otherwise).
Proposition A.2. Consider that θG R ≥ 1 + q(K − 1) + X. For α > ᾱ2 ∈ (((1 + q(K − 1) + X)/R −
pB )/(pG − pB ), 1), there exists κ̄2 ∈ (0, 1) such that banks choose the pooling contract for type 2
entrepreneurs for κ < κ̄2 (α) and they choose the separating contract with terms otherwise. For
α ≤ (((1 + q(K − 1) + X)/R − pB )/(pG − pB ) only the separating contract is chosen.
Proof. The proof is the same as for Proposition (A.1) above where 1 + q(K − 1) is replaced by
1 + q(K − 1) + X.
Corollary A.1. The separating contract for type 2 entrepreneurs carries a higher loan rate and
lower collateral than for type 1 entrepreneurs, while the same is true for the loan rate in the respective pooling contracts. Moreover, separating contracts are easier to obtain for type 2 entrepreneurs
κ̄2 < κ̄1 .
Proof. The first part is trivial given that X > 0. To prove the second part, observe that, for κ = 1,
R̂2s +(1− pG )/pGĈ2s − R̂2p < R̂1s +(1− pG )/pGĈ1s − R̂1p < 0 and d(R̂1s +(1− pG )/pGĈ1s )/dκ < d(R̂2s +
(1 − pG )/pGĈ2s )/dκ < 0.
For 1 + q(K − 1) > θG R, banks do not engage in lending and, instead, hoard liquidity. As in
the baseline, model the central bank can set an SPV to provide the necessary liquidity and improve outcomes. In the case of pooling contracts, the optimal design is the same one described in
proposition 1 for θ = αθG + (1 − α)θB . The two-tier pricing system is also optimal for the case of
separating contracts given that collateral cannot address the moral hazard problem. The solution
is obtained by the set of conditions (1)-(5) by replacing θR1 and θR2 with effective expected loan
payments θG Rs1 + (1 − θG )C1s and θG Rs2 + (1 − θG )C2s , respectively, with C1s = pB /(1 − pB )(R − Rs1 )
and C2s = pB /(1 − pB )(R − Rs2 ).
Proposition A.3. In the presence of both ex ante screening and ex post monitoring, the optimal SPV
design involves two distinct pricing schemes consisting of two-dimensional and/or one-dimensional
contracts depending on the level of κ.
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- For κ < κ0 , the optimal design sets a price P1 = 1 for loans with rate R1 = 1/(αθG + (1 −
α)θB ), zero collateral, and zero risk-retention requirements, and a price P2 = 1 + X for loans
with rate R2 = (1 + X)/(αθG + (1 − α)θB ), zero collateral and risk-retention requirement
γ2 = X/(1 + X).
- For κ ∈ [κ0 , κ00 ), the optimal design sets a price P1 = 1 for loans with rate R1 = ((1 − pB ) −
κpB (1 − pG )R)(pG (1 − pB ) − κpB (1 − pG )), collateral C1 = pB /(1 − pB ) · ((pG R − 1)(1 −
pB ))(pG (1 − pB ) − κpB (1 − pG )), and zero risk-retention requirements, and a price P2 =
1 + X for loans with rate R2 = (1 + X)/(αθG + (1 − α)θB ), zero collateral, and risk-retention
requirement γ2 = X/(1 + X).
- For κ ∈ [κ00 , 1), the optimal design sets a price P1 = 1 for loans with rate R1 = ((1 − pB ) −
κpB (1 − pG )R)(pG (1 − pB ) − κpB (1 − pG )), collateral C1 = pB /(1 − pB ) · ((pG R − 1)(1 −
pB ))(pG (1 − pB )−κpB (1 − pG )) and zero risk-retention requirements, and a price P2 = 1 +X
for loans with rate R2 = ((1 + X)(1 − pB ) − κpB (1 − pG )R)(pG (1 − pB ) − κpB (1 − pG )),
collateral C2 = pB /(1 − pB ) · ((pG R − (1 + X))(1 − pB ))(pG (1 − pB ) − κpB (1 − pG )) and
risk-retention requirement γ2 = X/(1 + X).

Proof. The prices, contract terms, and risk-retention ratios can be derived using the same steps as in
proposition 1 and realizing that for κ < κ0 only the pooling contracts will be chosen by banks (and
only the separating ones for κ ≥ κ00 ). There thresholds are derived as the thresholds κ̄1 and κ̄2 in
propositions A.1 and A.2.
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